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Abstract
We exactly evaluate the partition function (index) of N = 4 supersymmetric
quiver quantum mechanics in the Higgs phase by using the localization techniques.
We show that the path integral is localized at the fixed points, which are obtained
by solving the BRST equations, and D-term and F-term conditions. We turn on
background gauge fields of R-symmetries for the chiral multiplets corresponding
to the arrows between quiver nodes, but the partition function does not depend
on these R-charges. We give explicit examples of the quiver theory including a
non-coprime dimension vector. The partition functions completely agree with the
mathematical formulæ of the Poincare´ polynomials (χy-genus) and the wall crossing
for the quiver moduli spaces . We also discuss exact computation of the expectation
values of supersymmetric (Q-closed) Wilson loops in the quiver theory.
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1 Introduction
A count of the number of the BPS bound states (index) in supersymmetric theory, in-
cluding supergravity and superstring theory, is important problem to understand quan-
tum properties of the space-time. For example, the counting of the BPS bound states on
D-branes makes relation to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black hole [1]. Denef
proposed that the BPS bound states (multi-centered black holes) in Calabi-Yau com-
pactifications of string theory is interpreted by a suitable quiver quantum mechanics and
discussed the correspondence between the bound states of the wrapped D-branes around
the Calabi-Yau manifold (Higgs picture) and the multi-centered bound states in the su-
pergravity (Coulomb picture) [2]. These correspondences have been checked for many
cases so far and imply that string theory gives the proper description of quantum gravity.
The quantity of the number of the BPS bound states (index) is also interesting math-
ematically, since it relates to the topological invariants of the manifolds. Therefore, a lot
of interesting formulæ, which compute the number of the BPS bound states or topological
invariants, have been derived. In mathematics, topological properties of the quiver mod-
uli spaces are investigated in [3,4] for example, and they come to fruition of the so-called
“wall crossing formula” by Joyce and Song [5], and Kontsevich and Soibelman [6]. The
wall crossing formula is physically interpreted and rederived in the Coulomb branch of
the quiver quantum mechanics [7, 8]. There are many important developments around
the wall crossing formula [9–22]. (See also the review of the developments [23].)
In this paper, we would like to evaluate the partition function of the quiver quantum
mechanics in the Higgs phase by using the localization method. Recently, the index
in two-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory is computed by the localization and
Jeffrey-Kirwan (JK) residue operation [24,25], and it has been applied to one-dimensional
quiver models via a dimensional reduction [26–28]. Here, we derive the index of the
supersymmetric quiver quantum mechanics from the beginning in the unpolished way.
We reproduce the Poincare´ polynomials1 and wall crossing formalæ for the quiver moduli
spaces even when the corresponding quiver diagrams only include non-Abelian nodes.
Our concrete constructions of the quiver quantum mechanics might also be useful to
understand more general matrix quantum mechanics embodying M-theory [29, 30].
The localization, which we utilize throughout the paper, reduces the infinitely many
1 Precisely speaking, the partition function of the supersymmetric quantum mechanics generally gives
the χy-genus of the moduli space [27,28]. However, in examples treating in this paper, the χy-genus and
the Poincare´ polynomial coincide with each other under an identification of parameters. So we do not
distinguish the terminology between them if there is no misunderstanding.
1
dimensional path integral of the partition function to a finite dimensional contour integral
with respect to the eigenvalues of an adjoint scalar field. The localization is powerful tool
to understand exactly the non-perturbative effects like dualities in the supersymmetric
gauge theory. It can be used in order to derive the non-perturbative (instanton) cor-
rections in N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [31, 32]. In this calculation, the
localization fixed points are classified by using the Young diagrams. The fixed point sets
in our results are also interpreted in terms of the attractive combinatorial objects.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we construct the supersym-
metric quantum mechanics with four supercharges by the dimensional reduction from four
dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory. We construct the BRST charge from
a linear combination of the four supercharges and redefine the fields of the theory. For
the localization to work, we introduce background gauge fields of R-symmetries, which
are also necessary to obtain the partition function in the form of the refined index. We
also introduce the physical observables which can be exactly evaluated by the localiza-
tion. In section 3, we generalize the formulation to the general quiver gauge theory. In
section 4, we derive the exact formulæ for the partition function and observable of the
quiver quantum mechanics by using the localization. We also introduce the equivalent
T -character, which is a convenient tool to calculate the residue integrals. In section 5,
we give some examples of the quiver quantum mechanics by restricting the gauge groups
to the Abelian ones and compute the partition functions and the expectation values of
the Wilson loop operators. We find that the dependences of the partition functions on
the background gauge fields of the R-symmetries for the chiral multiplets surprisingly
disappear, and our results perfectly agree with the Poincare´ polynomials of the Higgs
branch moduli spaces and the wall crossing formalæ. On the other hand, the expectation
values of the Wilson loop operators depend on those background gauge fields and become
rather complicated polynomials. In section 6, we treat more general cases, which include
the non-Abelian gauge groups. By choosing appropriate fixed points carefully, we find
that our partition functions again agree with the Poincare´ polynomials (χy-genus) and
the wall crossing formalæ. Especially, we find that when the ranks of the gauge groups
are non-coprime, the fixed points of the vector multiplets do contribute. The last section
is devoted to a summary and future problems. In the appendix A, we give a few examples
of the wall crossing formalæ in a special case. In the appendix B, we give an explanation
for deformation of Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters to obtain the correct partition function
when the ranks of the gauge groups are non-coprime.
2
2 N = 4 U(N) supersymmetric quantum mechanics
We first describe an N = 4 U(N) supersymmetric quantum mechanics, which is obtained
from the dimensional reduction of four dimensional N = 1 U(N) supersymmetric gauge
theory to one dimension. Four dimensional supersymmetric theory originally has U(1)
R-symmetry. After the dimensional reduction, a part of the Lorentz symmetry becomes
the R-symmetry of the reduced theory. Our supersymmetric matrix quantum mechanics
possesses the SU(2)J × U(1)R global R-symmetries [27]. We derive the supersymmetric
matrix quantum mechanics explicitly for a vector multiplet part and a chiral multiplet
part separately by the dimensional reduction. We follow the conventions used in [33] in
what follows.
2.1 Vector multiplet
In one dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric theory, a vector multiplet is composed of a
gauge field A0, three real scalars Xi (i = 1, 2, 3), two complex fermions λα (α = 1, 2),
and an auxiliary real scalar D. All fields are in the adjoint representation of U(N). The
representations of SU(2)J and U(1)R charges of the vector multiplet are summarized in
Table 1.
A0 Xi λα D
SU(2)J 1 3 2 1
U(1)R 0 0
1
2
0
Table 1: The R-symmetries of the vector multiplet.
Using these fields, the action is given by
SV =
1
g2
∫
dtTr
[
1
2
(D0Xi)2 + 1
4
[Xi, Xj]
2 − iλ¯σ¯0D0λ+ λ¯σ¯i[Xi, λ] + 1
2
D2 − g2ζD
]
, (2.1)
where g is the gauge coupling, ζ is the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameter, and
D0 = ∂0 + i[A0, ·], (2.2)
is the covariant derivative. The action (2.1) is invariant under the following supersym-
metric transformations:
δA0 = −iξσ0λ¯+ iλσ0ξ¯,
δXi = iξσ
iλ¯− iλσiξ¯,
δλ = iξD + 2σ0iξD0Xi + iσijξ[Xi, Xj],
δD = −ξσ0D0λ¯− iξσi[Xi, λ¯]−D0λσ0ξ¯ − i[Xi, λ]σiξ¯,
(2.3)
3
where ξα represents the supersymmetric parameters, and in terms of the supercharges Qα,
the supersymmetric variation is given by
δ = ξQ+ ξ¯Q¯. (2.4)
To apply the localization method to the theory, we now introduce a linear combination
of the supercharges by
Q =
i√
2
(Q1 − Q¯1). (2.5)
We call this the BRST charge conventionally in the following. We also should consider
the Euclidean theory by the Wick rotation t→ −iτ and define linear combinations of the
bosonic fields by
Z = X1 − iX2, Z¯ = X1 + iX2, σ = X3, A = Aτ ,
YR = D − 12 [Z, Z¯],
(2.6)
and
λz =
√
2iλ¯2, λz¯ = −
√
2iλ2, η = − 1√2(λ1 + λ¯1),
χR =
i√
2
(λ1 − λ¯1),
(2.7)
for the corresponding fermionic fields, in order to make the localization work well. This
operation is usually called “topological twist”, but this is nothing but the redefinitions of
the supercharges and fields and does not change the original theory in one dimension.
Under the introduced BRST symmetry, the fields are transformed by
QZ = iλz, Qλz = i(DτZ + [σ, Z]),
QZ¯ = −iλz¯ , Qλz¯ = −i(Dτ Z¯ + [σ, Z¯ ]),
QA = iη,
Qσ = η, Qη = −Dτσ,
QYR = i(DτχR + [σ, χR]), QχR = iYR.
(2.8)
The BRST transformations are nilpotent up to the time translation and (complexified)
gauge transformation.
The Euclidean action of the theory (2.1) is written as a Q-exact form:
SV =
1
2g2
Q
∫
dτTr
[
1
2
λzQλz +
1
2
λz¯Qλz¯ + ηQη − χRQχR − 2iχRµR
]
, (2.9)
where µR =
1
2
[Z, Z¯]− g2ζ is a (real) moment map constraint which contains the original
D-term constraint and describes the moduli space of the vacua. After integrating out
4
the auxiliary field YR, we obtain the Euclidean action of the original matrix quantum
mechanics.
The field redefinitions (topological twist) spoil the original R-symmetries, but the
theory is still invariant under the following twisted “R-transformation” U(1)′J , which acts
on the fields by
Z → eiθJZ, λz → eiθJλz, (2.10)
with an R-transformation parameter θJ . To obtain the refined index, we need a “gauging”
of this global R-symmetry, which modifies the moduli space of the theory by induced mass
terms. Under the gauged U(1)′J symmetry with a constant background AJ = ǫ, the τ -
derivatives of Z and λz are modified into
∂τZ → (∂τ + iǫ)Z, ∂τλz → (∂τ + iǫ)λz. (2.11)
This is known to the Ω-background [31, 32]. Thus, we obtain the modified BRST trans-
formations:
QǫZ = iλz, Qǫλz = i(DτZ + [σ, Z] + iǫZ),
QǫZ¯ = −iλz¯, Qǫλz¯ = −i(Dτ Z¯ + [σ, Z¯]− iǫZ¯),
QǫA = iη,
Qǫσ = η, Qǫη = −Dτσ,
QǫYR = i(DτχR + [σ, χR]), QǫχR = iYR.
(2.12)
The BRST transformations are nilpotent up to the time translation, gauge transformation
including the gauged U(1)′J transformation.
The action of the modified theory is obtained by replacing simply Q with Qǫ in (2.9).
2.2 Chiral multiplet
Let us now construct the theory which includes chiral multiplets. The chiral multiplet
is composed of a complex scalar q, two complex fermions ψα, and an auxiliary complex
scalar F . The chiral multiplet can be taken in an arbitrary representation of U(N).
Here, we take it in the fundamental representation for simplicity. (A generalization is
straightforward.) The representations under SU(2)J and charges under U(1)R of the
chiral multiplet are summarized in Table 2.
The action is given by
SC =
∫
dtTr
[
|D0q|2 − |Xiq|2 − iψ¯σ¯0D0ψ + ψ¯σ¯iXiψ + |F |2 + i
√
2(q¯λψ − ψ¯λ¯q) + q¯Dq
]
.
(2.13)
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q ψα F
SU(2)J 1 2 1
U(1)R r r − 12 r − 1
Table 2: The R-symmetries of the chiral multiplet with a U(1)R charge r.
This action is invariant under the following supersymmetric transformations:
δq =
√
2ξψ,
δψ = i
√
2(σ0ξ¯D0q + iσiξ¯Xiq) +
√
2ξF,
δF = i
√
2(ξ¯σ¯0D0ψ + iξ¯σ¯iXiψ) + 2iξ¯λ¯q.
(2.14)
After the Wick rotation, we define the bosonic fields:
YC = F + Zq, Y¯C = F¯ + q¯Z¯, (2.15)
and the fermionic fields:
ψ = ψ2, ψ¯ = ψ¯2,
χC = −ψ1, χ¯C = −ψ¯1.
(2.16)
These fields transform under the BRST symmetry by
Qq = iψ, Qψ = i(Dτq + σq),
Qq¯ = −iψ¯, Qψ¯ = −i(Dτ q¯ − q¯σ),
QYC = i(DτχC + σχC), QχC, = iYC,
QY¯C = i(Dτ χ¯C − χ¯Cσ), Qχ¯C = iY¯C.
(2.17)
Using the BRST charge, the Euclidean action can be written as the Q-exact form:
SC =
1
2
Q
∫
dτ Tr
[
ψQψ + ψ¯Qψ¯ − χCQχC − χ¯CQχ¯C − 2iχ¯CµC − 2iχCµ¯C
]
, (2.18)
where
µC = Zq − ∂W¯ (q¯)∂q¯ ,
µ¯C = q¯Z¯ − ∂W (q)∂q ,
(2.19)
are (complex) moment map constraints associated with the F-term constraints and W (q)
is the superpotential. By including the chiral multiplet, the real moment map (D-term
constraints) also are modified to
µR =
1
2
[Z, Z¯] + g2(qq¯ − ζ). (2.20)
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After these redefinitions of the fields in the chiral multiplet, the theory possesses the
following twisted R-transformations U(1)′J × U(1)′R:
q → eirθRq, ψ → eirθRψ,
YC → ei(θJ+rθR)YC, χC → ei(θJ+rθR)χC,
(2.21)
where θJ,R are the R-transformation parameters. As similar as the previous section, we
gauge these R-symmetries in the constant backgrounds AJ = ǫ and AR = ǫ˜. The BRST
transformations are deformed by
Qǫq = iψ, Qǫψ = i(Dτq + σq + irǫ˜q),
Qǫq¯ = −iψ¯, Qǫψ¯ = −i(Dτ q¯ − q¯σ − irǫ˜q¯),
QǫYC = i(DτχC + σχC + i(ǫ+ rǫ˜)χC), QǫχC, = iYC,
QǫY¯C = i(Dτ χ¯C − χ¯Cσ − i(ǫ+ rǫ˜)χ¯C), Qǫχ¯C = iY¯C.
(2.22)
Here, we have used the same symbol Qǫ as that in (2.12), but Qǫ is regarded as including
the whole gauged U(1)′J × U(1)′R symmetries in the following. Thus, the BRST trans-
formations are now nilpotent up to the time translation, gauge transformation including
gauged U(1)′J × U(1)′R transformations.
To summarize, the total action including the chiral multiples is written by a sum of
SV and SC , which are Qǫ-exact. So we can apply the localization arguments (coupling
independence) to our models with respect to the BRST charge Qǫ.
2.3 Physical observables
If an operator O is Qǫ-closed such that QǫO = 0, but not Qǫ-exact such that O 6= QǫO′,
the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the operator O can be evaluated exactly by the
localization without changing the coupling independent property. So the operator O
belonging to the Qǫ-cohomology (equivariant cohomology) becomes a non-trivial physical
observable. We here discuss the possible observables in the matrix quantum mechanics.
First of all, noting that a combination of the fields
Φ ≡ σ + iA, (2.23)
is Qǫ-closed itself because of the BRST transformations (2.12), we find that any gauge
invariant function of Φ becomes the physical observable. A possible gauge invariant func-
tion made of Φ is a supersymmetric Wilson (Polyakov) loop operator along the Euclidean
“time” direction:
WR(Φ) ≡ TrRP exp
{
i
∫
dτ (A− iσ)
}
= TrRP exp
{∫
dτ Φ
}
, (2.24)
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where P stands for the path ordered product and the trace is taken over the representation
R. We can evaluate the vev of WR(Φ) exactly by using the localization in principle.
Secondly, another interesting physical observable is obtained from the dimensional
reduction of the supersymmetric Chern-Simons (CS) action in three dimensions or BF
action in two dimensions, which explains why lower dimensional gauge theories are exactly
solvable [34–37]. In one dimensional model, dimensionally reduced CS type operator
becomes
OV =
∫
dτ Tr
{
Z¯DτZ + Z¯[σ, Z] + iǫZ¯Z + λzλz¯
}
. (2.25)
We can check this operator is Qǫ-closed from the BRST transformations (2.12). We can
also define a similar Qǫ-closed operator from the chiral multiplet as follows:
OC =
∫
dτ Tr
{
q¯Dτq + q¯σq + irǫ˜q¯q + ψψ¯
}
. (2.26)
Using the similar arguments in [34], we expect that the vev of the Qǫ-closed operator
exp {−tVOV − tCOC} gives a partition function of a bosonic (non-supersymmetric) matrix
quantum mechanics, since
〈
e−OV −OC
〉
=
∫
D(bosons)D(fermions) e−OV −OCe−SV −SC
=
∫
DσD2ZD2qD2λzD2ψ e−OV −OC
=
∫
DσD2ZD2q e−SMQM,
(2.27)
where
SMQM =
∫
dτ Tr
{
Z¯DτZ + Z¯[σ, Z] + iǫZ¯Z + q¯Dτq + q¯σq + irǫ˜q¯q
}
. (2.28)
Here we have used the coupling independence of the Qǫ-exact action and performed the
Gaussian integrals of the fermions.
We will discuss the exact vevs of the above physical observables later.
3 Quiver quantum mechanics
Let us now apply the general formulation of the matrix quantum mechanics in the previous
section to the quiver quantum mechanics. The quiver gauge theory has a gauge symmetry
of a product of gauge groups G =
∏
v Gv and contains chiral matter multiplets represented
between two gauge groups. We assume all gauge groups are unitary groups of rank Nv,
8
that is, Gv = U(Nv). The structure of the quiver gauge theory is represented by the so-
called quiver diagram depicted in Figure 1. A quiver diagram is composed of nodes v and
arrows a whose ends are attached on the nodes. A node v represents a vector multiplet
in the adjoint representation of U(Nv). An arrow, whose direction is v → w, represents
a chiral multiplet in the bi-fundamental representation (, ¯) of U(Nv) × U(Nw). If
ends of an arrow are attached on the same node, the chiral multiplet is in the adjoint
representation.
N1 N2
N3 N4
N5 N6
k1
k2
k3
k4 k5
k6
Figure 1: A generic quiver diagram with 6 nodes.
Following the representations of the quiver quantum mechanics, we see the BRST
transformations for the vector multiplet at the node v are
QǫZv = iλz,v, Qǫλz,v = i(∂τZv + [Φv, Zv] + iǫZv),
QǫZ¯v = −iλz¯,v, Qǫλz¯,v = −i(∂τ Z¯v + [Φv, Z¯v]− iǫZ¯v),
QǫAv = iηv,
Qǫσv = ηv, Qǫηv = −(∂τσv + [Φv, σv]),
QǫYR,v = i(∂τχR,v + [Φv, χR,v]), QǫχR,v = iYR,v,
(3.1)
where Φv ≡ σv + iAv, and the BRST transformations for the chiral multiplet along the
arrow a : v → w are
Qǫqa = iψa, Qǫψa = i(∂τqa + Φvqa − qaΦw + iǫaqa),
Qǫq¯a = −iψ¯a, Qǫψ¯a = −i(∂τ q¯a − q¯aΦv + Φwq¯a − iǫaq¯a),
QǫYC,a = i(∂τχC,a + ΦvχC,a − χC,aΦw + i(ǫ+ ǫa)χC,a), QǫχC,a = iYC,a,
QǫY¯C,a = i(∂τ χ¯C,a − χ¯C,aΦv + Φwχ¯C,a − i(ǫ+ ǫa)χ¯C,a), Qǫχ¯C,a = iY¯C,a,
(3.2)
where we have defined
ǫa ≡ raǫ˜. (3.3)
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If there is no superpotential, the U(1)′R symmetry exists independently in each chiral
multiplet. Thus, ǫa is interpreted as a constant U(1)
′
R gauge field which is coupled to the
chiral multiplet labeled by a with unit charge.
For later convenience, we introduce a vector notation of the fields. For bosonic and
fermionic fields in the vector multiplet at each node v, we define ~Bv ≡ (Zv, Z¯v, Φ¯v, YR,v)
and ~Fv ≡ (λz,v, λz¯,v, ηv, χR,v), respectively, where Φ¯v ≡ σv−iAv. For the chiral multiplets,
we define ~Ba ≡ (qa, q¯a, YC,a, Y¯C,a) and ~Fa ≡ (ψa, ψ¯a, χC,a, χ¯C,a). The total action is
S = SV + SC , (3.4)
where
SV =
1
2g2
Qǫ
∫
dτ
∑
v
Tr
[
~Fv ·Qǫ ~Fv − 2iχR,vµR,v
]
, (3.5)
and
SC =
1
2
Qǫ
∫
dτ
∑
a
Tr
[
~Fa ·Qǫ ~Fa − 2iχ¯C,aµC,a − 2iχC,aµ¯C,a
]
. (3.6)
Here “·” denotes an inner product of the vectors of the fields with a suitable norm. The
moment map constraints are now given by
µR,v =
1
2
[Zv, Z¯v] + g
2
( ∑
a:v→•
qaq¯a −
∑
a:•→v
q¯aqa − ζv
)
, (3.7)
µC,a = Zvqa − qaZw − ∂W¯ (q¯)
∂q¯a
, µ¯C,a = q¯aZ¯v − Z¯wq¯a − ∂W (q)
∂qa
, (3.8)
where • denotes all nodes which are connected to v by arrows in the quiver diagram, and
the FI parameters ζv should satisfy θ(N) ≡
∑
v Nvζv = 0 [2]. If there is no closed oriented
loop in the quiver diagram, the corresponding quiver gauge theory cannot possess the
superpotential by the gauge invariance.
The physical observables discussed in the previous section are generalized to the quiver
theory. We can naively define a Qǫ-closed Wilson loop operator as a product of Wilson
loop operators with respect to each node v:∏
v
WRv(Φv). (3.9)
However, as we will see, the above Wilson loop generally contains the diagonal U(1) part
of the quiver group, which associated with the center of mass integral coordinate. If the
Wilson loop has an overall factor like ei
∫
dτφc , where φc is the center of mass coordinate,
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the vev vanishes after integrating over the center of mass coordinate. So we should use
the center of mass free Wilson loop operators, which are written typically in terms of the
“relative” coordinates associated with the arrows a : v → w
WRv(Φv)WRw(−Φw) = TrRvPe
∫
dτ Φv TrRwPe−
∫
dτ Φw , (3.10)
where Rv and Rw are suitably chosen to remove the center of mass coordinate. Then, we
can evaluate the non-vanishing vev for the Wilson loop operator.
In addition, the sum of the CS-type action,∑
v
OV,v +
∑
a
OC,a, (3.11)
where
OV,v =
∫
dτ Tr
{
Z¯vDτZv + Z¯[σv, Zv] + iǫZ¯vZv + λz,vλz¯,v
}
, (3.12)
OC,a =
∫
dτ Tr
{
q¯aDτqa + q¯aσqa + irǫ˜q¯aqa + ψaψ¯a
}
, (3.13)
is Qǫ-closed in the quiver quantum mechanics. We can derive the partition function of a
bosonic quiver quantum mechanics as the vev of the above CS -type Qǫ-closed operator.
4 Exact partition function of quiver quantum me-
chanics
Using the formulation and field redefinitions in the previous sections, we derive a generic
formula for the partition function of the quiver quantum mechanics exactly by the local-
ization method. In order to find the relation between the exact partition function and
(refined) index of the BPS states, we assume that the Euclidean time direction is compact
as τ ∼ τ + β in the following calculations.
4.1 Localization
As we have seen in section 2, the reduced supersymmetric Yang-Mills action is written
as an exact form of a part of the supercharges. If we denote by BI and F I the vectors
of the bosonic and fermionic fields, respectively, we find that a Q-exact supersymmetric
Yang-Mills action takes the following form generically:
S = tQ
∫
dτ Tr
[
gIJF IQFJ
]− 2it′Q ∫ dτ Trχiµi, (4.1)
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where we have introduced the different coupling constants t and t′ for the Gaussian and
constraint part. A metric gIJ gives a norm on the field variables and χ
i are superpartners
of the auxiliary fields Y i, which will be the moment map constraints µi = 0. Note that
there exists a Q-closed combination of the fields Φ in addition to BI and F I .
We can show that the partition function for the generic Q-exact action (4.1)
Z =
∫
DΦ
∏
DBI
∏
DF I e−S, (4.2)
or the vev of the Q-closed operator
〈O〉 = 1
Z
∫
DΦ
∏
DBI
∏
DF I O e−S, (4.3)
is independent of the couplings t and t′. So we can take the limit of t, t′ → ∞ (weak
coupling limit) without changing the value of the partition function or vev.
If we first take the limit of t→∞, we find that the path integral becomes WKB exact
and localizes at the fixed points QF I = QBI = 0, since the action with the coupling t is
essentially Gaussian. The Gaussian integral also induces Jacobians (1-loop determinants)
to the measure, which are given by super determinants (super Hessian) of the BRST
transformations evaluated at the fixed points [37–42]
∆(Φ) =
√√√√det δQBIδFJ
det δQF
I
δBJ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
QFI=QBI=0
. (4.4)
The dependence of the coupling t disappears from the 1-loop determinants as expected,
because of the cancellation between the bosons and fermions.
On the other hand, if we take the limit of t′ → ∞, the action with the coupling t′
imposes delta-functional constrains µi = 0 in the path integral after integrating out the
auxiliary field Y i. These constraints work in any coupling region because of the coupling
independence. So we always should take the moment map constraints µi = 0 into account
in addition to the fixed points.
To summarize, the partition function or vev of theory with Q-exact action is given
by a summation over a finite set of the fixed points on the moment map constraints
(vacuum moduli space). We obtain the Duistmaat-Heckman localization formula for
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
Z =
∑
Φ∗∈fixed points
∆gh(Φ
∗)∆(Φ∗), (4.5)
〈O〉 = 1
Z
∑
Φ∗∈fixed points
∆gh(Φ
∗)∆(Φ∗)O, (4.6)
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where ∆gh(Φ
∗) is the 1-loop determinant from the Faddeev-Popov ghosts, which we will
discuss in the next subsection. Our residual task is to find the explicit 1-loop determinants
and solutions of the fixed points of the quiver quantum mechanics.
4.2 Gauge fixing
Originally, the quiver quantum mechanics has the gauge symmetry of
∏
v U(Nv), but
the existence of the real adjoint scalar fields σv enhances the gauge symmetry to the
complexified one, namely
∏
v GL(Nv,C). We can regard a Qǫ-closed combination of the
gauge field and adjoint scalar Φv = σv + iAv as a holomorphic section of a GL(Nv,C)
factor. Under these complexified gauge symmetries, the D-term constraints (µR,v = 0)
become redundant, since there is an isomorphism in the vacuum moduli space given by
the moment map quotient space
M≡ µ
−1
R
(0) ∩ µ−1
C
(0) ∩ µ¯−1
C
(0)
U(N)
≃ µ
−1
C
(0) ∩ µ¯−1
C
(0)
GL(N,C)
. (4.7)
So we can utilize these complexified gauge symmetries instead of taking D-term constraints
into account directly.
Using the complexified gauge symmetries, we can choose the gauge condition so that
the off-diagonal components of Φv to be zero as similar as the matrix models,
Φv|off-diag = 0. (4.8)
After imposing the gauge condition, we still have GL(1,C)N gauge symmetries. To fix
the residual gauge degrees of freedom, we choose
Aiv = 0, (i = 1, . . . , Nv), (4.9)
for the Cartan (diagonal) part of the each gauge field. In other words, the imaginary part
of Φv is chosen to be zero.
At this moment, the total number of the gauge conditions is 2(N2−N)+N = 2N2−N .
Then, we still have N gauge degrees of freedom, since GL(N,C) possesses 2N2 degrees of
freedom. However, as we explained above, since this residual gauge symmetry is equivalent
to treat the Abelian part of the D-term conditions, we can fix it by imposing the real
moment map constraints on the fixed point sets after the gauge fixing above. We will see
that the solutions to the D-term constraints correspond to a choice of integral contour
over Φv. Then the residual gauge degrees of freedom are fixed by the choice of the integral
contour. This is the essential reason why the wall crossing phenomena occurs in the quiver
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matrix model. Each solution of the D-term condition (stability condition) relates to the
choice of the contour and the value of the partition function (index) or vev in the quiver
quantum mechanics jumps by each choice of the contour. We will see this relation in more
concrete examples later.
At least, in the above gauge choice, we obtain the gauge fixing action with the Faddeev-
Popov ghosts cv, c¯v
Sgh = i
∫
dτ Tr[c¯v(∂τ cv + [Φv, cv])], (4.10)
for each U(Nv) node. This gives the 1-loop determinant for the ghosts
∆gh,v(φ) =
∞∏
n=1
(
2πn
β
)2Nv∏
i 6=j
∞∏
n=−∞
(
2πin
β
+ φv,i − φv,j
)
= βNv
∏
i 6=j
2 sinh
β
2
(φv,i − φv,j),
(4.11)
where φv,i (i = 1, . . . , Nv) are the diagonal components of Φv, and we have used the infinite
product representation of the hyperbolic sine function and zeta-function regularization for
the infinite product.
4.3 Partition function
Now, let us find the exact partition function of the quiver quantum mechanics. Under
the diagonal gauge, the BRST fixed point equation becomes
Qǫηv = −∂τσv = 0, (4.12)
that is, only the constant modes of σv (Φv) survive in the path integral. These constant
eigenvalues of Φv are denoted by φ1, . . . , φNv in what follows.
Using the super determinant formula (4.4), we find that the 1-loop determinant for a
vector multiplet, including the gauge fixing ghost contribution, with a node v is given by
∆Vv (φ) = ∆gh,v(φ)
√√√√det δQǫBIvδFJv
det δQǫF
I
v
δBJv
(4.13)
= ∆gh,v(φ)
Nv∏
i,j=1
∞∏
n=−∞
1
2πin
β
+ φvi − φvj + iǫ
=
(
β
2i sin βǫ
2
)Nv∏
i 6=j
sinh β
2
(φvi − φvj )
sinh β
2
(φvi − φvj + iǫ)
, (4.14)
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in terms of the constant eigenvalues of Φv at the fixed points. Similarly, the 1-loop
determinant for a chiral multiplet with an arrow a : v → w becomes
∆Ca (φ) =
√√√√det δQǫBIaδFJa
det δQǫF
I
a
δBJa
(4.15)
=
Nv∏
i=1
Nw∏
i′=1
∞∏
n=−∞
2πin
β
+ φvi − φwi′ + i(ǫ+ ǫa)
2πin
β
+ φvi − φwi′ + iǫa
=
Nv∏
i=1
Nw∏
i′=1
sinh β
2
(φvi − φwi′ + i(ǫ+ ǫa))
sinh β
2
(φvi − φwi′ + iǫa)
. (4.16)
We finally obtain an integral formula for the partition function of the generic quiver
quantum mechanics
Z =
∫ ∏
v
1
Nv!
Nv∏
i=1
dφvi
2πi
∆Vv (φ)
∏
a
∆Ca (φ), (4.17)
where the 1/Nv! factor comes from the order of the Weyl group.
We give two comments on the formula of the partition function. Firstly, since the
integrand of the partition function depends only on the relative variables φvi − φvj or
φvi − φwj′, one trivial integration is left, which leads to the infrared divergence. This is
due to the center of mass motion of the system [2]. We will ignore this divergence in the
subsequent sections. Secondly, we note on the contour integrals over the constant modes
φvi . This means that there still exists the gauge degrees of freedom as we have discussed
above. The integral formula contains poles in the denominator of the integrand. Choosing
a suitable contour, some poles in the denominator are picked up as the residue integral,
which correspond to the BRST fixed points on the moment map constraints.
Thus, we find the localization formula for the partition function of the quiver quantum
mechanics:
Z =
∑
φ∗∈fixed points
∏
v
1
Nv!
Nv∏
i=1
∆Vv (φ
∗)
∏
a
∆Ca (φ
∗), (4.18)
where φ∗ stands for the fixed point sets which satisfy the BRST fixed point equation
and the moment map constraints, and the 1-loop determinants are evaluated at the fixed
points in a sense of the residue integral.
Similarly, the vev of theQǫ-closed operator is also evaluated exactly by the localization:
〈O(Φ)〉 = 1Z
∑
φ∗∈fixed points
∏
v
1
Nv!
Nv∏
i=1
∆Vv (φ
∗)
∏
a
∆Ca (φ
∗)O(φ∗). (4.19)
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We apply the localization formula to some concrete examples in the subsequent sec-
tions.
Before closing this section, we make a comment. The integrand of the formula (4.17)
has infinitely many poles due to the trigonometric property of the determinant. These
infinite poles are related to the large gauge transformations
φvi → φvi +
2πiwvi
β
, (wvi ∈ Z), (4.20)
since the imaginary part of Φv corresponds to the gauge field Av [27]. Then, a position of
a pole moves to the other ones by the large gauge transformations. Thus, the infinitely
many poles represent the non-perturbative effects of the theory. However, since the 1-loop
determinants and the operators are invariant under the large gauge transformations, the
partition function and vevs of the operators trivially diverge if we take into account all of
the poles. To avoid this, we only pick up one of the poles in the hyperbolic sine function
in the following sections.
4.4 Fixed points and character
After taking the diagonal gauge, the gauge symmetry of the quiver theory breaks to the
product of the Abelian gauge groups, which is a maximal torus group T . So we have to
find the fixed point set of the BRST equations Qǫ ~F = Qǫ ~B = 0 and the moment map
constraints µR = µC = µ¯C = 0 with respect to the maximal torus. This situation is the
same as in the Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne localization formula. The 1-loop determinants
correspond to the equivariant Euler class of the localization formula.
The fixed point set of the torus T is classified by combinatorial objects such as parti-
tions or Young diagrams, similar to the Nekrasov formula of the instanton counting [31,32].
Once we find the complete set of the fixed points, we can evaluate the 1-loop determinants
at each fixed point in the sense of the residue integral (4.17), which should be equivalent
to the JK residue formula in [26–28]. However, in the instanton calculus, there exists
more convenient way to evaluate the 1-loop determinant at the fixed points, that is, the
evaluation of the equivariant T -character [43,44]. We would like to claim that the equiv-
ariant T -character is also useful to evaluate the more complicate residue integral rather
than four-dimensional instanton calculus, in the sense of reduction of the calculation.
The character maps the products in the 1-loop determinant of the partition function
to summations of the polynomials. We schematically give a correspondence between the
1-loop determinants of the partition function and T -character as follows:
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1-loop determinants T -character
product sum
(1− t)±1 ±t
As a result, cancellation of the poles and zeros in the residue integral is suitably man-
aged. In particular, the sum of the polynomials in the T -character is easier to handle in
the computer algebra system like Mathematica. This is a technical reason why we have
introduced the T -character in the localization of quiver quantum mechanics.2
Using the mapping rules, we find that the T -character for the quiver quantum me-
chanics is given by
T (Φ) = (1− t)×
[∑
v
Vv × V ∗v −
∑
a:v→w
Vv × V ∗w × xa − 1
]
, (4.21)
where we have defined
Vv ≡ Tr eβΦv =
Nv∑
i=1
uv,i, V
∗
v ≡ Tr e−βΦv =
Nv∑
i=1
u−1v,i , (4.22)
and
t ≡ eiβǫ, xa ≡ eiβǫa . (4.23)
We here have inserted “−1” in the square bracket of (4.21) in order to remove a singularity
which corresponds to the infrared divergence due to the center of mass motion. Strictly
speaking, the value of the partition function obtained from the above T -character is
slightly different from the original residue integral (4.18), but the essential part of the
Higgs branch index still holds as we will see. We denote the partition function evaluated
from the T -character by Zˆ, which represents a contribution from the relative coordinates,
to be distinguished. Then, the original partition function Z is related to Zˆ by
Z = Ct− 12(
∑
a:v→wNvNw−
∑
v N
2
v+1)Zˆ, (4.24)
where C is a renormalized constant of the divergence coming from the integral over the
center of mass motion. We set C = 1 in the following. Note here that the exponent∑
a:v→wNvNw−
∑
v N
2
v+1 is the dimension of the Higgs branch in the relative coordinates.
We need to classify the whole set of the fixed points and evaluate the T -character at
the fixed points, but it is difficult to explain for the general quiver model. In the following
section, we give some concrete examples. We will explain how to classify the fixed points
and evaluate the T -character and partition function for more explicit models.
2 As we will see in some examples later, the residue integral formula is still important to find correct
fixed points (pole structure).
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5 Abelian nodes
In the following two sections, we give several examples of the quiver quantum mechanics
and compute the partition functions and the vevs of the physical observables exactly using
the localization formula. Here, we treat the theories with no closed oriented loop in the
quiver diagrams for simplicity, but the generalization to the case with closed oriented
loops will be straightforward. In this section, we consider the Abelian quiver quantum
mechanics.
5.1 Two nodes
We first start with a simplest example which consists of two Abelian nodes and k arrows
between them, which is depicted in Fig. 2. In the Higgs picture, this theory describes
the BPS bound states of two D-branes which are wrapped around two distinct cycles
in a Calabi-Yau three manifold (CY3) and intersect transversely in k points [2]. The
adjoint scalars in the two vector multiplets X iv (v = 1, 2) represent the positions of the
two D-branes in the non-compact space and the chiral multiplet represents the open string
localized at the intersection point, whose ends are attached on the different D-branes. In
the Coulomb picture, this theory describes the BPS bound states of two particles with
mutually nonlocal charges γ1 and γ2 in a four dimensional N = 2 supergravity theory
which arises in the low energy limit of type II string theory compactified on CY3 [2]. The
number of the chiral multiplets k corresponds to the Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger (DSZ)
product of the two charges 〈γ1, γ2〉.
1 1
k
Figure 2: U(1)1 × U(1)2 quiver with k arrows.
The BRST fixed point equation Qǫψa = 0 says that
qa(τ) = hae
−(φ1−φ2+iǫa)τ , (5.1)
where ha is an integral constant. Forcing the periodic boundary condition qa(τ + β) =
qa(τ), we see that hl = 0 except for only one label a (l 6= a) by setting
φ1 − φ2 + iǫa = 2πi
β
n, n ∈ Z. (5.2)
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This represents the infinitely many poles of the hyperbolic sine function. But, as we have
explained in section 4.3, we only pick up a pole with n = 0. This fixed point is denoted
by Φ∗a.
The non-vanishing complex scalar qa at the fixed point is also the solution to the
D-term conditions,
|qa|2 = ζ1, (5.3)
−|qa|2 = ζ2, (5.4)
where the FI parameters satisfy the constraint θ(N) = ζ1+ ζ2 = 0. The D-term equations
mean that there exist the fixed points (|qa| 6= 0) if ζ ≡ ζ1 = −ζ2 > 0, but not if ζ < 0.
The partition function vanishes for the later case. This is nothing but the wall crossing
formula for the quiver quantum mechanics [2, 46].
Let us evaluate the partition function for the case of ζ > 0. The solution (5.2) means
that
u1u
−1
2 xa = 1, (5.5)
where u1 = e
βφ1 = V1, u2 = e
βφ2 = V2, and xa = e
iβǫa .
The T -character of N = (1, 1) with k arrows becomes3
T k1,1(Φ∗a) = (1− t)
(
2−
k∑
l=1
xlx
−1
a − 1
)
(5.6)
= (t− 1)
∑
l 6=a
xlx
−1
a , (5.7)
at each fixed point labelled by a = 1, . . . , k. Using the mapping rules between the charac-
ter and 1-loop determinants in the partition function, we obtain a contribution from each
fixed point to the partition function
Ek1,1(Φ∗a) =
∏
l 6=a
xa − txl
xa − xl . (5.8)
The total partition function is given by a summation over the fixed point set
Zˆk1,1 =
k∑
a=1
Ek1,1(Φ∗a)
=
1− tk
1− t ,
(5.9)
3 We put indices to the T -character and partition functions to indicate the dimension vector and the
number of arrows.
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where all xa(ǫa) dependences surprisingly disappear.
The polynomial of Zˆk1,1 in t is the Poincare´ polynomial of CP k−1, which is the Higgs
branch moduli. To compare it with the known results in [2, 8], setting t1/2 = −y, the
original partition function becomes
Zk1,1 = (−1)k+1
yk − y−k
y − y−1 . (5.10)
This result agrees with them.
We can also evaluate the vev of the supersymmetric Wilson loop. The insertion of the
supersymmetric Wilson loop in the path integral does not violate the above localization
arguments. The Wilson loop operator takes a value at the localization fixed point. At
the fixed point, we find a center of mass independent Wilson loop
W (Φ∗a) = e
iβ(Φ∗1−Φ∗2) = x−1a , (5.11)
by using the solution to (5.5). Thus, we obtain the vev of the Wilson loop by
〈W (Φ)〉 = 1Zk1,1
k∑
a=1
Ek1,1(Φ∗a)x−1a
=
(1− t)tk−1
1− tk
k∑
a=1
x−1a .
(5.12)
The dependence of xa (ǫa) does not disappear in contrast to the partition function.
5.2 n nodes
Let us now generalize the above result to the Abelian quiver with n-nodes. We assume that
the direction of the arrows between two nodes is identical. Then the quiver structure is
specified by an antisymmetric matrix Kij = −Kji (i, j = 1, . . . , n), where |Kij | represents
the number of the arrows from node i to j if Kij > 0, or the arrows from node j to i if
Kij < 0. We also assume that the arrows always go from lower to higher node, namely
Kij > 0 for i < j, to avoid the oriented loops (superpotentials). This system represents
the bound states of n distinguishable particles, and will give basic building blocks of the
Manschot-Pioline-Sen (MPS) formula [8].
The gauge group of the model is G =
∏n
r=1U(1)r and there are n integral variables
φi. Except for the center of mass, there are n−1 independent relative variables and those
are fixed by demanding n− 1 independent BRST fixed point equations
φi − φj + iǫijaij =
2πi
β
nij , for i < j and nij ∈ Z, (5.13)
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or equivalently
uiu
−1
j x
ij
aij
= 1, for i < j, (5.14)
where n−1 combinations of two nodes are chosen. A set of the indices (i, j) which appear
in the above (n− 1) equations is denoted by I.
From the BRST fixed point equations, we find that qijaij can get non-zero vev in the
Higgs branch, where qijaij is a scalar component of the chiral multiplet, corresponding to
the aij-th arrow between the i-th and j-th node. The D-term equations with a constraint
θ(N) =
∑n
i=1 ζi = 0 are
n∑
j=2
|q1ja1j |2 = ζ1,
n∑
j=3
|q2ja2j |2 − |q12a12 |2 = ζ2,
...
−
n−1∑
i=1
|qinain |2 = ζn,
(5.15)
where |qijaij | = 0 if (i, j) 6∈ I. Thus, each fixed point is labeled by a possible set of I if
there exists a solution to the D-term equations (5.15).
Once the fixed point I is found, we obtain the T -character
T Kn (Φ∗(I)) = (t− 1)

 ∑
(i,j)∈I
∑
l 6=aij
xijl
xijaij
+
∑
(i,j)6∈I
Kij∑
l=1
xijl
pij

 , (5.16)
where pij is a monomial of x
ij
aij
’s and satisfies uiu
−1
j pij = 1 for (i, j) 6∈ I.
Therefore, a contribution to the partition function at the fixed point is given by
EKn (Φ∗(I)) =
∏
(i,j)∈I
∏
l 6=aij
xijaij − txijl
xijaij − xijl
∏
(i,j)6∈I
Kij∏
l=1
pij − txijl
pij − xijl
. (5.17)
We finally obtain the partition function
ZˆKn =
∑
I∈fixed points
EKn (Φ∗(I))
=
∑
I∈fixed points
∏
(i,j)∈I
∏
l 6=aij
xijaij − txijl
xijaij − xijl
∏
(i,j)6∈I
Kij∏
l=1
pij − txijl
pij − xijl
.
(5.18)
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We check the above formula for a simple example of three nodes (n = 3). Possible
sets of indices are I1 = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}, I2 = {(1, 2), (1, 3)} and I3 = {(2, 3), (1, 3)}. For
I1 = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}, we require
u1u
−1
2 x
12
a12
= 1, u2u
−1
3 x
23
a23
= 1, u1u
−1
3 p13 = 1, (5.19)
where p13 = x
12
a12
x23a23 . The D-term equations become
|q12a12 |2 = ζ1,
|q23a23 |2 − |q12a12 |2 = ζ2,
−|q23a23 |2 = ζ3.
(5.20)
This has a solution only if ζ1 > 0 and ζ3 < 0.
Similarly, for I2 = {(1, 2), (1, 3)} (I3 = {(2, 3), (1, 3)}), there is a solution if ζ1 > 0,
ζ2 < 0 and ζ3 < 0 (ζ1 > 0, ζ2 > 0 and ζ3 < 0). Thus, in a chamber of ζ2 > 0 (ζ2 < 0), I1
and I3 (I1 and I2) are chosen for the fixed points.
The partition function is evaluated by
ZˆK3 =
∑
a12,a23
∏
l 6=a12
x12a12 − tx12l
x12a12 − x12l
∏
l 6=a23
x23a23 − tx23l
x23a23 − x23l
K13∏
l=1
x12a12x
23
a23
− tx13l
x12a12x
23
a23
− x13l
+
∑
a23,a13
∏
l 6=a23
x23a23 − tx23l
x23a23 − x23l
∏
l 6=a13
x13a13 − tx13l
x13a13 − x13l
K12∏
l=1
x13a13 − tx12l x23a23
x13a13 − x12l x23a23
=
(1− tK23)(1− tK12+K13)
(1− t)2 ,
(5.21)
for ζ2 > 0, and
ZˆK3 =
(1− tK12)(1− tK23+K13)
(1− t)2 , (5.22)
for ζ2 < 0. Here, all x
ij
aij
(ǫijaij ) dependences disappear again. Thus, from (4.24), the
original partition function becomes
ZK3 = t−
1
2
(K12+K13+K23−2)ZˆK3
=


(tK23/2 − t−K23/2)(t(K12+K13)/2 − t−(K12+K13)/2))
t1/2 − t−1/2 , for ζ2 > 0,
(tK12/2 − t−K12/2)(t(K13+K23)/2 − t−(K13+K23)/2))
t1/2 − t−1/2 , for ζ2 < 0.
(5.23)
Our result perfectly agrees with the Poincare´ polynomial of the Higgs branch moduli [3],
or gref(α1, α2, α3, y) in [8] by setting t
1/2 = −y.
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At the end of this section, we give an expression of the Wilson loop operator vev. The
center of mass free Wilson loop operators are given by a polynomial of uiu
−1
j associated
with each arrow (link). At the fixed point, uiu
−1
j = 1/x
ij
aij
for (i, j) ∈ I and uiu−1j = 1/pij
for (i, j) 6∈ I. If the polynomial evaluated at the fixed points I is denoted by PI(xijaij , pij),
the vev of the Wilson loop is given by
〈W 〉 = 1ZˆKn
∑
I∈fixed points
∏
(i,j)∈I
∏
l 6=aij
xijaij − txijl
xijaij − xijl
∏
(i,j)6∈I
Kij∏
l=1
pij − txijl
pij − xijl
PI(x
ij
aij
, pij). (5.24)
The expression is rather complicated, but can be evaluated exactly, in principle.
6 Non-Abelian nodes
In this section, we consider the quiver quantum mechanics including the non-Abelian
nodes.
6.1 Abelian and non-Abelian nodes: the Hall halo
We firstly consider the quiver quantum mechanics which is represented by two nodes of
U(1)1×U(N)2 with k arrows in Fig. 3. This case can be regarded as a charge k magnetic
1 N
k
Figure 3: U(1)1 × U(N)2 with k arrows.
monopole surrounded by N mutually non-interacting electrons with charge one in the
Coulomb picture [2].
If we first assume that Z2 and Z¯2 are diagonal, then the BRST fixed point equations
(3.1) say that Z2 = Z¯2 = 0 because of the periodicity Z2(τ + β) = Z2(τ) and Z¯2(τ + β) =
Z¯2(τ). Then we can repeat the similar arguments in the Abelian case, and we find the
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fixed point equations
φ1 − φ2,1 + iǫa1 =
2πi
β
n1,
φ1 − φ2,2 + iǫa2 =
2πi
β
n2,
...
φ1 − φ2,N + iǫaN =
2πi
β
nN ,
(6.1)
where ni ∈ Z. The N indices ai must be chosen from different integers within k. Other-
wise, the partition function vanishes because of the numerator of the 1-loop determinant
for the vector multiplet. Then, the fixed points are classified by a set of the indices
(a1, a2, . . . , aN). We can assume that a1 < a2 < · · · < aN by using the Weyl permuta-
tions. For this ordering, the total number of the fixed points is
(
k
N
)
. These fixed points
are denoted by Φ∗a1a2···aN .
Since [Z2, Z¯2] = 0 in this case, the D-term equations are expressed only by the Higgs
vev
N∑
i=1
|qiai |2 = ζ1,
−


|q1a1 |2
|q2a2 |2
. . .
|qNaN |2

 = ζ21N ,
(6.2)
in terms of the N absolute values of qiai , associated with the BRST fixed points. Under
the constraint of the FI parameter θ(N) = ζ1 + Nζ2 = 0, the D-term equations have a
solution |q1a1 | = |q2a2 | = · · · = |qNaN | =
√
ζ1/N only if ζ ≡ ζ1 = −Nζ2 > 0, otherwise no
fixed point.
Using u1 = e
βφ1 and u2,i = e
βφ2,i , the BRST fixed point equations give
u1u
−1
2,1xa1 = u1u
−1
2,2xa2 = · · · = u1u−12,NxaN = 1. (6.3)
Thus, we obtain
V1 = u1, V2 = u1
N∑
i=1
xai . (6.4)
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The fixed point data gives the T -character
T1,N (Φ∗a1a2···aN ) = (1− t)
(
1 +
N∑
i,j=1
xaix
−1
aj
−
k∑
n=1
N∑
i=1
xnx
−1
ai
− 1
)
= (1− t)
(∑
i 6=j
xaix
−1
aj
−
N∑
i=1
∑
n 6=ai
xnx
−1
ai
)
.
(6.5)
The corresponding determinant in the partition function at each fixed point is
Ek1,N(Φ∗a1a2···aN ) =
1
N !
∏
i 6=j
xai − xaj
xai − txaj
N∏
i=1
∏
n 6=ai
xai − txn
xai − xn
. (6.6)
Investigating various values of N and k, we find that the total relative partition func-
tion is given by the t-binomial coefficient
Zˆk1,N = N !
∑
a1<a2<···<aN
Ek1,N(Φ∗a1a2···aN )
=
∏k
j=1(1− tj)∏N
j=1(1− tj)
∏k−N
j=1 (1− tj)
,
(6.7)
where the N ! factor comes from the Weyl permutations. This is the Poincare´ polynomial
of the Grassmannian Gr(N, k), that is the moduli space of the Higgs branch. This also
agrees with [2].
So far we have assumed that Z2 = Z¯2 = 0. One may wonder whether there is fixed
point for the case of [Z2, Z¯2] 6= 0 when ζv 6= 0. This case corresponds to the poles in (4.17)
coming from the 1-loop determinant of the vector multiplet. If there is a contribution
from these poles, the classification of the fixed points becomes more complicated due to
off-diagonal components of Z2 and Z¯2. The fixed points for the non-commutative Z2 and
Z¯2 are classified as similar as the Nekrasov formula by using the Young diagrams [31,32],
but the partition function should vanish in this branch if these poles are rejected by the
F-term and D-term conditions.
Let us now discuss the possibility of the branch with [Z2, Z¯2] 6= 0 in our quiver model.
First of all, from the BRST equation, requiring the periodicity of Z2 and Z¯2, we obtain
[Φ2, Z2] + iǫZ2 = 0, (6.8)
[Φ2, Z¯2]− iǫZ¯2 = 0. (6.9)
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The above equations have generally blockwise solutions up to the Weyl permutations
Φ2 =


α11n1 + iǫL
(n1)
0
α21n2 + iǫL
(n2)
0
. . .
αd1nd + iǫL
(nd)
0

 , (6.10)
Z2 =


L
(n1)
−
L
(n2)
−
. . .
L
(nd)
−

 , Z¯2 =


L
(n1)
+
L
(n2)
+
. . .
L
(nd)
+

 , (6.11)
where (L
(ns)
0 )j,j = j − 1 for j = 1, · · · , ns, and (L(ns)− )j+1,j = zs,j and (L(ns)+ )j,j+1 = z¯s,j for
j = 1, · · · , n−1, otherwise zero. Here ns’s satisfy
∑d
s=1 ns = N , then the fixed points are
classified in terms of the partitions of N , namely the Young diagrams of N boxes.
Secondly, we have to find solutions which satisfy the other BRST equations for the
chiral multiplet, F-term and D-term conditions at the same time. Solving the F-term
condition
Z1qa − qaZ2 = 0, (6.12)
and BRST equations
∂τqa + φ1qa − qaΦ2 + iǫaqa = 0, (6.13)
we find that Z1 = 0 and αs = φ1 + iǫas (s = 1, · · · , d), and also each qas has a highest
component only, namely qas = (has , 0, . . . , 0).
For the above solutions, however, there is no solution to the D-term equations. Indeed,
for each n-dimensional block, we see that
µ
(n)
R,2 =
1
2
[L
(n)
− , L
(n)
+ ]− g2q¯aqa − ζ2
=


−1
2
|z1|2 − g2|ha|2 − ζ2
1
2
(|z1|2 − |z2|2)− ζ2
. . .
1
2
|zn|2 − ζ2

 = 0,
(6.14)
which does not have any solution for both ζ2 > 0 and ζ2 < 0. Thus we can conclude that
there is no Nakajima-Nekrasov type fixed point in our quiver matrix model. This is a
consequence of the orthogonality between the Higgs branch (Z = 0 and q 6= 0) and the
Coulomb branch (Z 6= 0 and q = 0) from the F-term condition.4
4 In the Nekrasov formula, there is no F-term condition qZ = 0 like our quiver model. Then we can
choose lowest component of qa as a solution to the D-term equations.
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The Wilson loop for the non-Abelian part is obtained by a trace over a representation
R. In the diagonal gauge, it is written in terms of a symmetric polynomial of u2,i, that is,
a Schur polynomial associated with the representation (Young diagram) R. If we denote
the polynomial by sR(u2,1, u2,1, . . . , u2,N), the center of mass motion free Wilson loop is
expressed by u−d1 sR(u2,1, u2,1, . . . , u2,N), where d is the degree of the polynomial. At the
fixed point, the Wilson loop becomes simply sR(xa1 , xa2 , . . . , xaN ) in N variables chosen
from k. Therefore, we find the Wilson loop in the representation R is evaluated by
〈WR〉 = 1Zˆk1,N
∑
a1<a2<···<aN
∏
i 6=j
xai − xaj
xai − txaj
N∏
i=1
∏
n 6=ai
xai − txn
xai − xn
sR(xa1 , xa2 , . . . , xaN ). (6.15)
This results might be interesting from a point of the view of the physics and the symmetric
polynomial of t and xai ’s, but we do not pursue the Wilson loops anymore. We will
concentrate on the partition function only in the following.
6.2 Coprime dimension vector
We generalize our arguments to the non-Abelian nodes. The classification of the fixed
points in quiver theory only with non-Abelian nodes is rather complicated. So we here
explain only a few examples.
We first start with two nodes with a coprime dimension vector, that is U(2)1 × U(3)2
with k arrows. There are five integral variables of φ1,i (i = 1, 2) and φ2,i′ (i
′ = 1, 2, 3).
Except for the center of mass, we can give four fixed point equations to solve in φ1,i and
φ2,i′. For the exponent variables, a possible set of the BRST fixed point equations is
u1u˜
−1
1 xa = 1, u1u˜
−1
2 xb = 1,
u2u˜
−1
1 xc = 1, u2u˜
−1
3 xd = 1.
(6.16)
We only consider the case of a 6= b, a 6= c, and c 6= d because otherwise the partition
function vanishes. The corresponding squarks qa11, q
b
12, q
c
21, and q
d
23 could have the vevs as
a consequence of the D-term equations. The D-term equation becomes(
|qa11|2 + |qb12|2 0
0 |qc21|2 + |qd23|2
)
= ζ112, (6.17)
−


|qa11|2 + |qc21|2 0 0
0 |qb12|2 0
0 0 |qd23|2

 = ζ213. (6.18)
Under the FI parameter constraint θ(N) = 2ζ1 + 3ζ2 = 0, the D-term equations have a
solution |qa11| = |qc21| =
√
ζ1/3 and |qb12| = |qd23| =
√
2ζ1/3 only if ζ ≡ 2ζ1 = −3ζ2 > 0.
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If ζ > 0, there exist 4!
(
k
4
)
+3 ·3!(k
3
)
+2!
(
k
2
)
= k(k−1)3 fixed points in total by choosing
appropriate a, b, c, d from integers within k. The fixed point set of this type is denoted by
Φ∗[abc d], which reflects the structure of the BRST fixed points (6.16) in a 2 × 3 matrix of
the labels. We can also find that there are other 5 fixed point sets of the similar structure
like Φ∗[abcd], Φ
∗[abcd], Φ
∗[a bcd], etc. This classification of the fixed points is already known in
the mathematical literature [4]. These fixed points are depicted in the diagram:
1
1
1
1
1
b
a
c
d
All of the fixed points of this kind will give the same contribution to the T -character and
partition function. So we here evaluate the contribution from the fixed point set of Φ∗[abc d]
only as follows.
Solving (6.16), we find
V1 = u˜3(x
−1
a xcx
−1
d + x
−1
d ),
V2 = u˜3(xcx
−1
d + x
−1
a xbxcx
−1
d + 1),
(6.19)
where the remaining u˜3 corresponds to the degree of the center of mass. Using this
solution, we obtain the T -character at the fixed point
T k2,3(Φ∗[abc d]) = (1− t)
(
xaxd
xbxc
+
xbxc
xaxd
−
∑
l 6=a,b,c
xl
xa
−
∑
l 6=a,b
xl
xb
−
∑
l 6=a,c,d
xl
xc
−
∑
l 6=c,d
xl
xd
−
k∑
l=1
xbxl
xaxc
−
k∑
l=1
xcxl
xbxd
)
. (6.20)
Then the contribution to the partition function from this fixed point is given by
Ek2,3(Φ∗[abc d]) =
1
2!3!
xaxd − xbxc
xaxd − txbxc
xbxc − xaxd
xbxc − txaxd
×
∏
l 6=a,b,c
xa − txl
xa − xl
∏
l 6=a,b
xb − txl
xb − xl
∏
l 6=a,c,d
xc − txl
xc − xl
∏
l 6=c,d
xd − txl
xd − xl
×
k∏
l=1
xaxc − txbxl
xaxc − xbxl
k∏
l=1
xbxd − txcxl
xbxd − xcxl .
(6.21)
In this quiver gauge theory, it is important to notice that there is yet an another kind
of the fixed points. To find it, we go back to the original expression of the partition
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function,
Zk2,3 =
1
2!3!
∫ 2∏
i=1
dφ1,i
2πi
3∏
i′=1
dφ2,i′
2πi′
2∏
i 6=j
sinh β
2
(φ1,i − φ1,j)
sinh β
2
(φ1,i − φ1,j + iǫ)
3∏
i′ 6=j′
sinh β
2
(φ2,i′ − φ2,j′)
sinh β
2
(φ2,i′ − φ2,j′ + iǫ)
×
k∏
a=1
2∏
i=1
3∏
i′=1
sinh β
2
(φ1,i − φ2,i′ + i(ǫ+ ǫa))
sinh β
2
(φ1,i − φ2,i′ + iǫa)
.
(6.22)
At first, if we pick up the following three poles
φ1,1 − φ2,1 + iǫa = 0,
φ1,1 − φ2,2 + iǫb = 0,
φ1,1 − φ2,3 + iǫc = 0,
(6.23)
where a 6= b 6= c, then we find a factor of the residue
sinh2(φ1,1 − φ1,2)
sinh3(φ1,1 − φ1,2)
=
1
sinh(φ1,1 − φ1,2) , (6.24)
which gives a new pole
φ1,1 − φ1,2 = 0. (6.25)
In terms of the exponent variables, this type of the fixed point set is given by four
equations
u1 = u2, u1u˜
−1
1 xa = 1, u1u˜
−1
2 xb = 1, u1u˜
−1
3 xc = 1. (6.26)
In this phase, the gauge symmetry of the U(2) factor degenerates due to the fixed point
equation u1 = u2 and the D-term equations are modified to
|qa11|2 + |qb12|2 + |qc13|2 = 2ζ1, (6.27)
−


|qa11|2
|qb12|2
|qc13|2

 = ζ2. (6.28)
This has a solution |qa11| = |qb12| = |qc13| =
√
ζ/3 only if ζ > 0. We denote Φ∗[abc] as this
kind of the fixed points. We also have the similar fixed points by exchanging the role of
u1 and u2. The total number of these fixed points is 2 · 3!
(
k
3
)
and this also classified in [4]
by the diagram:
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1
1
a
b
c
At the fixed points Φ∗[abc], solving the BRST fixed point equation (6.26), we find
V1 = 2u˜3x
−1
c , (6.29)
V2 = u˜3(xax
−1
c + xbx
−1
c + 1), (6.30)
which give the T -character
T k2,3(Φ∗[abc])
= (1− t)
(
xa
xb
+
xb
xa
+
xb
xc
+
xc
xb
+
xc
xa
+
xa
xc
− 2
∑
l 6=a
xl
xa
− 2
∑
l 6=b
xl
xb
− 2
∑
l 6=c
xl
xc
)
. (6.31)
Then we have
Ek2,3(Φ∗[abc]) =
1
2!3!
xa − xb
xa − txb
xb − xa
xb − txa
xb − xc
xb − txc
xc − xb
xc − txb
xc − xa
xc − txa
xa − xc
xa − txc
×
∏
l 6=a
(xa − txl)2
(xa − xl)2
∏
l 6=b
(xb − txl)2
(xb − xl)2
∏
l 6=c
(xc − txl)2
(xc − xl)2 .
(6.32)
The classification of the fixed points for this quiver theory is finished. Thus we obtain
the total relative partition function by a summation over 6k(k− 1)3+2k(k− 1)(k− 2) =
2k(k − 1)(3k2 − 5k + 1) total fixed points
Zˆk2,3 = 6
∑
a6=b,a6=c,c 6=d
Ek2,3(Φ∗[abc d]) + 2
∑
a6=b,b6=c,c 6=a
Ek2,3(Φ∗[abc]), (6.33)
which gives the Poincare´ polynomial of the Higgs branch moduli space. In the t → 1
(ǫ→ 0) limit, Ek2,3 at each fixed point contributes by +1 to the partition function. So the
index of the quiver theory is given by the total number of the fixed points divided by the
order of the Weyl group
lim
t→1
Zˆk2,3 =
1
6
k(k − 1)(3k2 − 5k + 1). (6.34)
This counting agrees with the Euler characteristic derived in [3, 4].
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We finally give some explicit results of the partition function for smaller k in the
following:
Z12,3 = 0, (6.35)
Z22,3 = 1, (6.36)
Z32,3 =
1
t3
(1 + t+ 3t2 + 3t3 + 3t4 + t5 + t6), (6.37)
Z42,3 =
1
t6
(1 + t+ 3t2 + 4t3 + 7t4 + 8t5 + 10t6 + 8t7 + 7t8 + 4t9 + 3t10 + t11 + t12),
(6.38)
Z52,3 =
1
t9
(1 + t+ 3t2 + 4t3 + 7t4 + 9t5 + 14t6 + 16t7 + 20t8 + 20t9
+ 20t10 + 16t11 + 14t12 + 9t13 + 7t14 + 4t15 + 3t16 + t17 + t18). (6.39)
These results agree with Reineke’s formula [2, 3] and the wall crossing formalæ (A.10)-
(A.14) in Appendix A, by setting t1/2 = −y [5, 6, 11].
6.3 Non-coprime dimension vector
Next we treat the case of N = (2, 2), which has a common divisor among the dimensions.
The first type of the BRST fixed points comes from poles of the chiral multiplet
u1u˜
−1
1 xa = 1, u1u˜
−1
2 xb = 1,
u2u˜
−1
1 xc = 1,
(6.40)
which can be solved by
V1 = u˜2(x
−1
b + xax
−1
b x
−1
c ), (6.41)
V2 = u˜2(xax
−1
b + 1). (6.42)
We only consider the case of a 6= b and a 6= c because otherwise the partition function
vanishes. The D-term constraint becomes(
|qa11|2 + |qb12|2 0
0 |qc21|2
)
=
(
ζ1 0
0 ζ1
)
, (6.43)
−
(
|qa11|2 + |qc21|2 0
0 |qb12|2
)
=
(
ζ2 0
0 ζ2
)
, (6.44)
where θ(N) = 2ζ1+2ζ2 = 0. Solving these equations, we find |qa11|2 = 0, |qb12|2 = |qc21|2 = ζ ,
where ζ ≡ ζ1 = −ζ2, but we have to resolve the singular solution |qa11|2 = 0 because the
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FI parameters are on the wall of marginal stability [26]. To do this, we slightly modify
the FI parameters as follows:
ζ112 →
(
ζ + δ 0
0 ζ − δ
)
, (6.45)
where δ > 0. The detail of the above choice of the FI parameters is explained in the
Appendix B. Note that this modification does not spoil the condition θ(N) = 0 and this
infinitesimal parameter δ corresponds to the concept of the θ-stability. Then, the solution
of the D-term constraint becomes
|qa11|2 = δ, (6.46)
|qb12|2 = ζ, (6.47)
|qc21|2 = ζ − δ. (6.48)
Thus, the vev of the squarks qa11, q
b
12, and q
c
21 satisfies the D-term equation if ζ > δ > 0.
The above solution is valid for the localization fixed point, which is denoted by Φ∗[abc ] and
depicted by a diagram:
1
1
1
1
a
b c
There are k(k − 1)2 fixed points of this kind in total.
The T -character at this fixed point reduces to
T k2,2(Φ∗[abc ]) = (t− 1)
( ∑
l 6=a,b,c
xl
xa
+
∑
l 6=a,b
xl
xb
+
∑
l 6=a,c
xl
xc
+
k∑
l=1
xaxl
xbxc
)
. (6.49)
So the 1-loop determinant at the fixed point is
Ek2,2(Φ∗[abc ]) =
1
2!2!
∏
l 6=a,b,c
xa − txl
xa − xl
∏
l 6=a,b
xb − txl
xb − xl
∏
l 6=a,c
xc − txl
xc − xl
k∏
l=1
xbxc − txaxl
xbxc − xaxl , (6.50)
which contributes to the partition function.
There seems to be three other fixed point sets such as Φ∗[abc ], Φ
∗[cab] and Φ
∗[ cab], which
give the same contribution to the character and partition function, because of the Weyl
permutations. However, after the modification of the FI parameters, we find that only
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Φ∗[abc ] satisfies the D-term constraint.
5 Therefore, there are two times the contributions
of Ek2,2(Φ∗[abc ]) to the partition function in total.
Another kind of the fixed point is given by
u1u
−1
2 t = 1, u1u˜
−1
1 xa = 1, u2u˜
−1
2 xa = 1, (6.51)
which are solved by
V1 = u˜2(t
−1 + 1)x−1a , (6.52)
V2 = u˜2(t
−1 + 1). (6.53)
The first equation in (6.51) and solution (6.52) and (6.53) means no longer Z1 = Z2 = 0,
but they contains off-diagonal elements
Z1 =
(
0 z112
0 0
)
, Z2 =
(
0 z212
0 0
)
. (6.54)
The F-term equation Z1qa − qaZ2 = 0 is satisfied if
qa22z
1
12 − qa11z212 = 0. (6.55)
And the D-term equation becomes
1
2g2
|z112|2 + |qa11|2 = ζ + δ,
− 1
2g2
|z112|2 + |qa22|2 = ζ − δ,
1
2g2
|z212|2 − |qa11|2 = −ζ,
− 1
2g2
|z212|2 − |qa22|2 = −ζ,
(6.56)
where we have used the modified FI parameters (6.45). Solving the F-term and D-term
constraints, we find
|qa11|2 =
2ζ(ζ + δ)
2ζ + δ
, |qa22|2 =
2ζ2
2ζ + δ
, (6.57)
|z112|2 = 2g2
δ(ζ + δ)
2ζ + δ
, |z212|2 = 2g2
ζδ
2ζ + δ
. (6.58)
Therefore, if ζ > 0, this fixed point satisfies the constraints.
In this way, we obtain the extra k fixed points, which are denoted by Φ∗[aa] and a
diagram:
5The fixed point Φ∗[abc] does not satisfy the D-term constraint because one finds |qb21|2 = −δ < 0. Also,
the fixed point Φ∗[ abc ] is rejected because |qb22|2 = −δ < 0.
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2 2
a
In the case of the coprime dimension vector, the Nakajima-Nekrasov type fixed points
Zv 6= 0 are rejected by the F-term and D-term equations. But we should take into
account the Nakajima-Nekrasov type fixed points in the present non-coprime case. Using
the solution (6.52) and (6.53), we find the T -character
T k2,2(Φ∗[aa]) = t−1 − t2 − (t−1 + 1− t− t2)
k∑
l=1
xl
xa
, (6.59)
and the 1-loop determinant at the fixed point
Ek2,2(Φ∗[aa]) = −
1
2!2!
1
t(1 + t)
∏
l 6=a
(xa − txl)(xa − t2xl)
(xa − t−1xl)(xa − xl) . (6.60)
Note here that the contribution to the index from each fixed point is −1
2
up to the Weyl
factor.
There seems to be three other fixed point sets of the same type such as
• u1u−12 t−1 = 1, u1u˜−11 xa = 1, u2u˜−12 xa = 1, (6.61)
• u1u−12 t = 1, u1u˜−12 xa = 1, u2u˜−11 xa = 1, (6.62)
• u1u−12 t−1 = 1, u1u˜−12 xa = 1, u2u˜−11 xa = 1. (6.63)
However, under the modification of the FI parameters, we find that only (6.62) satisfies
the constraints (see Appendix B), and it gives the same contribution as the fixed point
Φ∗[aa] (twice of Ek2,2(Φ∗[aa]) in total).
Combining all of contributions from the fixed points, we obtain the total partition
function
Zˆk2,2 = 2
∑
a6=b,a6=c
Ek2,2(Φ∗[abc ]) + 2
∑
a
Ek2,2(Φ∗[aa]). (6.64)
We again can see all xa dependences disappear in the final results. As mentioned above,
in the limit of t → 1, the former term in (6.64) contributes to the index by +1, while
the latter term contributes by −1
2
. Thus we find the index (Euler characteristic) for this
model
lim
t→1
Zˆk2,2 =
1
4
k(2k2 − 4k + 1). (6.65)
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We finally give our results of the partition function for smaller k:
Z12,2 = −
t1/2
2(1 + t)
, (6.66)
Z22,2 =
t−1/2
2(1 + t)
(
1 + t2
)
, (6.67)
Z32,2 =
t−5/2
2(1 + t)
(
1 + t2 + t4
) (
2 + 3t+ 2t2
)
, (6.68)
Z42,2 =
t−9/2
2(1 + t)
(1 + t2 + t4 + t6)(2 + 4t+ 5t2 + 4t3 + 2t4), (6.69)
Z52,2 =
t−13/2
2(1 + t)
(
1 + t2 + t4 + t6 + t8
) (
2 + 4t+ 6t2 + 7t3 + 6t4 + 4t5 + 2t6
)
. (6.70)
In this case, we cannot directly compare our results with Reineke’s formula because
Reineke’s formula gives the so-called stack invariant in the case of the non-coprime di-
mension vector [3]. We must compare our result with the rational refined index argued
in [8, 45]. (See Appendix A.) In fact, our results perfectly agree with the special case of
the wall crossing formulæ (A.5)-(A.9) by setting t1/2 = −y.
7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we have derived the exact partition functions and expectation values of
the Wilson loop operators of the quiver quantum mechanics in the Higgs phase by the
localization techniques. We have considered several examples of the quiver quantum
mechanics which include only Abelian nodes in section 5, a non-Abelian and an Abelian
node in section 6.1, and only non-Abelian nodes in section 6.2 and 6.3. We have found that
those partition functions give the (refined) Witten index of the quiver theory physically,
or Poincare´ polynomial of the quiver moduli mathematically. Our results also agree with
ones from the wall crossing formula.
To regularize the path integral of the matrix quantum mechanics, we have gauged
the R-symmetries for both vector multiplet and chiral multiplet. The background gauge
fields of the R-symmetries lift up the flat direction and the localization fixed points become
isolated. In terms of the residue integral, this means that all poles are decomposed into
the simple poles. We have considered the chiral multiplets with the general R-charges,
but the all final results are independent of these R-charges, except for the R-charge of the
vector multiplet, and thus its background gauge field becomes the refined parameter of
the index. This disappearance of the R-charges from the index is a significant property
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in our results although the vevs of Wilson loops depend on those R-charges. As we have
seen in the explicit examples, it is very subtle task to scrutinize the D-term and F-term
conditions in the non-Abelian cases. However, if we fail to take the correct fixed points
into account, the R-charge dependence never disappears. Thus, we can use this property
for a criterion of correctness of the partition functions.
We have considered the localization in the Higgs branch by solving directly the linear
(quiver) sigma model. On the other hand, the quiver theory goes to the Coulomb phase
in the IR limit gs ≫ 1. The effective theory in the Coulomb phase can be written in terms
of a non-linear sigma model of the Abelian vector multiplets, that describe more directly
charged BPS particles in N = 2 supergravity. The localization in the Coulomb branch
has been discussed already in [7, 8], but we would like to revisit the Coulomb branch
localization explicitly from a physical (matrix model) point of view, since we believe that
it is a key to understand the correspondence between the gauge theory and gravity via the
localization. Deeper understandings of the correspondence may make clear how to emerge
the supergravity or M-theory from the matrix quantum mechanics, proposed in [29, 30].
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Appendix
A Wall crossing formulæ
Let us denote an index of BPS states as Ω(γ; ta), where γ is the charge vector of the
BPS states and ta are some parameters such as scalar moduli at spatial infinity. When
the parameters ta come across the walls of marginal stability, which are codimension one
subspaces of the parameter space, some of the BPS states decay and the index Ω(γ; ta)
jumps. The formula for the change of the index is called the wall crossing formula [46].
This formula can be generalized for the refined index Ωref(γ, y), which keeps track of
the angular momentum of the BPS states. The generic wall crossing formula for the
(rational) refined index has been discovered by Joyce and Song [5], and Kontsevich and
Soibelman [6] in the mathematical literature. It has also been rederived by Manschot,
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Pioline and Sen by using the localization in the Coulomb branch [8]. In this appendix,
we give the specific examples of the wall crossing formulæ in order to compare with our
results.
Let us take γ = Mγ1 + Nγ2, where γ1, γ2 are primitive charge vectors and M,N are
positive integers. The rational refined index in the generic wall crossing formula is defined
by
Ω¯ref(γ, y) ≡
∑
m|γ
y − y−1
m(ym − y−m)Ωref(γ/m, y
m), (A.1)
where the sum runs over all positive integers m such that γ/m lies in the charge lattice.
We denote the change of the rational refined index across the wall by
∆Ω¯ref(γ, y) ≡ Ω¯−ref(γ, y)− Ω¯+ref(γ, y), (A.2)
where Ω¯±ref(γ, y) are rational refined indices on two sides of the wall (in chambers c
±). In
the following, we deal with the cases of (M,N) = (2, 2) and (2, 3) to compare with our
results.
The wall crossing formalæ for (M,N) = (2, 2) and (2, 3) are given by (A.2) and (A.4)
of [8], respectively. Using the definition of the rational refined index (A.1), the wall
crossing formalæ can be written by the usual refined indices. Setting Ω+ref(Nγ1, y) =
Ω+ref(Nγ2, y) = δN,1, the wall crossing formalæ become
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y) = − y
−4k+7
2(1 + y2)
1− y4k
1− y4
(
2(1− y2k−2)2
(1− y2)2 − y
2k−4
)
, (A.3)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y) =
y−6k+12
(1− y2)(1− y4)2(1− y6)
×
[
y12k−8 − y8k−8(2 + 3y2 + 3y4 + y6) + y6k−8(1 + y2)4
− y4k−6(1 + 3y2 + 3y4 + 2y6) + 1
]
, (A.4)
where we have set γ12 = −k following the convention of [8]. For k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the
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formula (A.3) reduces to
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y)|k=1 = y
2(1 + y2)
, (A.5)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y)|k=2 = − y
−1
2(1 + y2)
(1 + y4), (A.6)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y)|k=3 = − y
−5
2(1 + y2)
(1 + y4 + y8)(2 + 3y2 + 2y4), (A.7)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y)|k=4 = − y
−9
2(1 + y2)
(1 + y4 + y8 + y12)
× (2 + 4y2 + 5y4 + 4y6 + 2y8), (A.8)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 2γ2, y)|k=5 = − y
−13
2(1 + y2)
(1 + y4 + y8 + y12 + y16)
× (2 + 4y2 + 6y4 + 7y6 + 6y8 + 4y10 + 2y12), (A.9)
and (A.4) becomes
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y)|k=1 = 0, (A.10)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y)|k=2 = 1, (A.11)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y)|k=3 = 1
y6
(1 + y2 + 3y4 + 3y6 + 3y8 + y10 + y12), (A.12)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y)|k=4 = 1
y12
(1 + y2 + 3y4 + 4y6 + 7y8 + 8y10 + 10y12
+ 8y14 + 7y16 + 4y18 + 3y20 + y22 + y24), (A.13)
∆Ω¯ref(2γ1 + 3γ2, y)|k=5 = 1
y18
(1 + y2 + 3y4 + 4y6 + 7y8 + 9y10
+ 14y12 + 16y14 + 20y16 + 20y18 + 20y20 + 16y22
+ 14y24 + 9y26 + 7y28 + 4y30 + 3y32 + y34 + y36). (A.14)
B Deformation of FI parameters
We here explain how to deform the FI parameters. At first, let us consider the general FI
parameters as follows:
ζ112 →
(
ζ
(1)
1 0
0 ζ
(2)
1
)
, (B.1)
ζ212 →
(
ζ
(1)
2 0
0 ζ
(2)
2
)
, (B.2)
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where ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 + ζ
(2)
2 = 0 due to the θ-stability condition θ(N) = 0. Since the
original FI-paramaters are given by ζ
(1)
1 = ζ
(2)
1 = ζ, ζ
(1)
2 = ζ
(2)
2 = −ζ , we assume
ζ
(1)
1 ≃ ζ (2)1 ≃ ζ, ζ (1)2 ≃ ζ (2)2 ≃ −ζ. (B.3)
Now we solve the F-term and D-term constraints on the each fixed point.
(v1) The fixed point (6.51)
The D-term constraint is given by
1
2g2
|z112|2 + |qa11|2 = ζ (1)1 , (B.4)
− 1
2g2
|z112|2 + |qa22|2 = ζ (2)1 , (B.5)
1
2g2
|z212|2 − |qa11|2 = ζ (1)2 , (B.6)
− 1
2g2
|z212|2 − |qa22|2 = ζ (2)2 . (B.7)
One of these equations is not independent because of the θ-stability condition. The
F-term constraint is
qa22z
1
12 = q
a
11z
2
12. (B.8)
Solving the constraints, we find the solutions are given by
|qa11|2 =
ζ
(1)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.9)
|qa22|2 = −
ζ
(2)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.10)
|z112|2 = 2g2
ζ
(1)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.11)
|z212|2 = −2g2
ζ
(2)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (2)2
. (B.12)
Thus, if ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0, these constraints are satisfied and the fixed point (6.51)
contributes to the partition function.
(v2) The fixed point (6.61)
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The solutions of the constraints are given by
|qa11|2 = −
ζ
(1)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.13)
|qa22|2 =
ζ
(2)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.14)
|z121|2 = −2g2
ζ
(2)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.15)
|z221|2 = 2g2
ζ
(1)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (1)2
. (B.16)
Thus, if ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0, the constraints are satisfied. Therefore, if we choose the
fixed point (6.51), we can not take the fixed point (6.61).
(v3) The fixed point (6.62)
The solutions of the constraints are given by
|qa12|2 =
ζ
(1)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.17)
|qa21|2 = −
ζ
(1)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.18)
|z112|2 = −2g2
ζ
(1)
1 (ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (1)2
, (B.19)
|z221|2 = 2g2
ζ
(1)
2 (ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(1)
1 − ζ (1)2
. (B.20)
Thus, if ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0, the constraints are satisfied.
(v4) The fixed point (6.63)
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The solutions of the constraints are given by
|qa12|2 = −
ζ
(2)
2 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.21)
|qa21|2 =
ζ
(2)
1 (ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(2)
1 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.22)
|z121|2 = 2g2
ζ
(2)
1 (ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (2)2
, (B.23)
|z212|2 = −2g2
ζ
(2)
2 (ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 )
ζ
(2)
1 − ζ (2)2
. (B.24)
Thus, if ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0, the constraints are satisfied. Therefore, we can not take
both the fixed points (6.62) and (6.63) at the same time.
(c1) The fixed point Φ∗[abc ]
Solving the D-term constraint, we find
|qa11|2 = −(ζ (2)1 + ζ (1)2 ), (B.25)
|qb12|2 = −ζ (2)2 , (B.26)
|qc21|2 = ζ (2)1 . (B.27)
Thus, if ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0, the constraint is satisfied.
(c2) The fixed point Φ∗[abc ]
The solutions of the D-term constraint are
|qa11|2 = −ζ (1)2 , (B.28)
|qb12|2 = ζ (1)1 + ζ (1)2 , (B.29)
|qc22|2 = ζ (2)1 . (B.30)
Thus, if ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0, the constraint is satisfied.
(c3) The fixed point Φ∗[ abc ]
The solutions of the D-term constraint are
|qa12|2 = ζ (1)1 , (B.31)
|qb21|2 = −ζ (1)2 , (B.32)
|qc22|2 = ζ (2)1 + ζ (1)2 . (B.33)
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ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0 ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0
ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0 (v1), (v4), (c2), (c3) (v2), (v4), (c3), (c4)
ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0 (v1), (v3), (c1), (c2) (v2), (v3), (c1), (c4)
Table 3: The conditions for the FI parameters and the proper fixed points.
Thus, if ζ
(2)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 > 0, the constraint is satisfied. Thus, we can not take both Φ
∗[abc ]
and Φ∗[ abc ] at the same time.
(c4) The fixed point Φ∗[abc]
The solutions of the D-term constraint are
|qa11|2 = ζ (1)1 , (B.34)
|qb21|2 = −(ζ (1)1 + ζ (1)2 ), (B.35)
|qc22|2 = −ζ (2)2 . (B.36)
Thus, if ζ
(1)
1 + ζ
(1)
2 < 0, the constraint is satisfied. Thus, we can not take both Φ
∗[abc ]
and Φ∗[abc] at the same time.
The conditions for the FI parameters and the fixed points which we should choose are
summarized in Table 3. If we take the FI parameters as ζ
(1)
1 = ζ + δ, ζ
(2)
1 = ζ − δ, ζ (1)2 =
ζ
(2)
2 = −ζ (δ ≪ ζ), the proper fixed points are (v1), (v3), (c1), and (c2).
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